**How to play a VHS tape**
1. Turn on the video projector by pressing the red "Power" button on the switcher for about 2 seconds. Release it; the light begins flashing and projector turns on
2. Press the button labeled “VHS” on the switcher
3. Operate the VCR as normal.
4. On the audio mixer, leave the two “master” knobs all the way up. Adjust the knob labeled "Video" to the desired level

**How to watch cable TV**
1. Turn on the video projector by pressing the red "Power" button on the switcher for about 2 seconds. Release it; the light begins flashing and projector turns on
2. Press the button labeled “VHS” on the switcher
3. Use the channel +/- buttons on the VCR to choose proper channel.
4. On the audio mixer, leave the two “master” knobs all the way up. Adjust the knob labeled "Video" to the desired level

**How to play a DVD**
1. Turn on the video projector by pressing the red "Power" button on the switcher for about 2 seconds. Release it; the light begins flashing and projector turns on
2. Press the button labeled “DVD” on the switcher
3. Operate the DVD player as normal
4. On the audio mixer, leave the two “master” knobs all the way up. Adjust the knob labeled "Video" to the desired level

**How to display the lab computer**
1. Turn on the video projector by pressing the red "Power" button on the switcher for about 2 seconds. Release it; the light begins flashing and projector turns on
3. Press the “MAC CMP” button on the switcher
4. On the audio mixer, leave the two “master” knobs all the way up. Adjust the knob labeled "Video" to the desired level

**How to display an external laptop computer**
1. Turn on the video projector and all other components except the laptop
2. Press the “AUX CMP” button on the line doubler
3. Connect supplied VGA cable adapter between the laptop’s monitor output and the other end to the input panel connector, hooking the red wire to “R”, the green wire to “G” and so on
4. Turn on the laptop
5. If your need to play computer audio, connect the supplied audio cable between your computer’s headphone jack and the audio in jack on the connector panel
6. On the audio amplifier, set the “master” volume to about 3 o’clock and the “line” knob to the desired volume

**Other system capabilities**
---Auxiliary video/audio inputs on front connector panel
---Microphone input on front connector panel
---Convenience ports on front panel for laptop power and ethernet
---Locking sliding tray for laptop
---Swivelering tray for lab computer keyboard/mouse
PROBLEMS OR QUESTIONS? CALL MEDIA SERVICES, ext. 6408 or 6718